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Networks of neurons
It seems the one thing that
biologists and non-biologists alike
find equally fascinating is how the
human brain works. In the broadest
sense, it takes lots of neurons with
multiple connections, which makes
for a very complicated system. One
reductionist approach to getting a
grip on this process is through a field
called artificial neural networks. For
beginners, there’s an outline at a site
called the History and Principles of
Neural Networks. This site, run by
David Olmstead, who calls himself a
‘generalist engineer’, covers this
field from work by psychologist
William James in 1890 to projects
completed in the late 1980s.
Although this field started with the
work, largely, of psychologists and
mathematicians, it now attracts
seemingly every kind of scientist,
from engineers to ecologists.
A neural network consists of
layers of neuron-like nodes, arranged
like layers of a cake. A site called
Light Description of Neural
Networks uses a simple illustration
to show that the first layer takes in
data, rather like our sensory organs
do. The site also reveals the
mathematical side of the field, when
the so-called ‘light description’
jumps right into equations to explain
how results get processed.
You can think of a network’s
computation processes as looking for
patterns in the original data, or trying
to categorize it. You might, for
instance, give a network data on the
three-dimensional shapes of lots of
tools and ask it to find a hammer.
Most important, a neural network
can learn. As it sees more data, it
adjusts its processing, and it can
become better and better at finding
patterns, much as we do.
One of the original neural
networks, the perceptron, was
designed and built by Frank
Rosenblatt. He fitted the perceptron
with light sensors and tried to teach
it to recognize the letters of the
alphabet. For an overview of how
such a neural network operates, visit
The Perceptron. This site provides
examples of the kinds of data used
for training and explains how the
network can be trained, such as by
showing it the letters of the alphabet,
much as you might a young child.
Most modern neural networks are
mathematical models generated on
computers. To see a variety of
examples, visit Neural Networks at
PNNL. This site from the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory posts
many lab projects, including
Automated Lung Disease Diagnosis
and Electronic Noses. Many of these
allow users to enter data and see the
results generated by an artificial
neural network. 
The Artificial Neural Network
Lab on the Web allows users to alter
a set of data points and see how a
neural network tries to generate a
best-fit line through the data. To see
a variety of neural network
techniques in action, visit
DemoGNG. To get there, start at the
Systems Biophysics part of the
Institut für Neuroinformatik site,
follow the link to Research, then to
Grow Self-Organizing Networks.
There you can play with
DemoGNG, which uses different
models to try to fill a space with
nodes. Watching these programs
place circles in a two-dimensional
space might provide some insight
into how neurons could fill areas of
the brain during development.
Although many neural networks
might seem too artificial, there are
plenty of biological examples, such
as one given at a site called Lateral
Interactions in the Cortex: Structure
and Function. This hypertext book
includes a chapter called A
Self-organizing Neural Network That
Learns to Detect and Represent Visual
Depth from Occlusion Events. This
network learns how far away an
object is by seeing whether it goes in
front of, or behind, other objects.
This model might also suggest
something about how we learn to
discriminate depth.
At some points, learning about
neural networks might remind you
more of an electrical engineering
assignment and less of something
from a neurophysiology lab. If that
happens, take a look at Neuron. This
program simulates either a single
neuron or a network of them, and
provides a graphical user interface
with buttons for controlling
experiments and displays of the
results. It’s a reminder that neural
networks can be used as general
problem-solving tools and to help us
understand some biological systems.
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